State Fair & State Fair Alternates!

State Fair Alternates
Blake Deutmeyer
Ben Goedken
Emily Deutmeyer
Laura Reiss
Laura Kruse
Becca Hermann
Alexis Krogmann
Katie Steffen
Nolan Monaghan
Grant Schnieders
Joe Burke
Alex Fangmann
Kelsey Snyder
Kallyn Smith

State Fair
Garrett Guetzko
Nolan Monaghan
Kierian Monaghan
Josephy Gerst
Alex Fangman
Sean Huckerx2
Kyle Steffen
Kaley Pettlon
Becca Dunkel
Elise Westhoff
Anna Jurgens
Miranda Axline
Cassidy Oberreuer
Grace Reiss
Amber Cook
Becca Hermann
Anelyse Gerst
Austyn Isaacs
Amanda Fortman
Isabelle McGovern
Abby Demmer
Carter Stahlberg
Macy Gudenkauf
Hannah Marbach
Elise Westhoff
Katelyn Goldsmith
Rachel Wenger
Lauren Hoefer
Ellen Mattice
Laura Kruse
Mackenzie Funke
Makayla Gasper
Anelyse Gerst
Patrick Hansen
Eric Heims
Leah Bishop
Brooke Wilson
Sydney Krogman
Brian Heims
Laura Reiss
Macy Gudenkauf
Becca Dunkel
Joanna Voss
Noah Jackson
Jared Voss
Kinsey Gudenkauf
Angie Wilson
Derek Bonert
Jordyn Kemp
Grace Reth
Katie Fitzgerald

Pictures will be at 2:00 pm Tuesday July 14th in the Exhibit hall.

Please do not leave a show to be present at the pictures unless you have completed ALL of your judging.
The winners’ names will be listed in the paper for recognition.

Thank you!